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The Impact of Heterogeneous Bandwidth
Constraints on DHT-Based Multicast Protocols
Abstract— We consider support for bandwidthdemanding applications such as video broadcasting
using DHTs. We focus our investigations by considering
the impact of heterogeneity in the outgoing bandwidth
capabilities of nodes on Scribe, a representative and relatively mature DHT-based multicast protocol. We expose
important issues that arise due to the mismatch between
the ID space that underlies the DHT and the outgoing
bandwidth constraints on nodes.

I. I NTRODUCTION
While DHTs were originally developed with applications like peer-to-peer file sharing in mind, there has been
considerable interest in recent years in applying DHTs to
overlay multicast applications [3], [7], [10], [13], [18].
In DHT-based approaches, the focus is on maintaining a
structure based on a virtual id space, and enabling scalable
and efficient unicast routing based on the node identifiers
- the unicast routes are then used to create multicast distribution trees. This approach is in contrast to performancecentric approaches such as [4], [8], [11], [16], where the
primary consideration while adding links to the overlay
topology is application performance.
Two principal reasons have been advocated for a DHTbased approach. First, DHTs provides a generic primitive
that can benefit a wide range of applications, among them
overlay multicast. Second, the same DHT-based overlay can be used to simultaneously support and maintain a
large number of overlay applications and multicast trees.
This could help achieve lower overheads as compared to
constructing and maintaining several seperate overlays.
While DHT-based approaches have these potential advantages, a key unknown is application performance. Achieving good performance with DHTs is an active and ongoing
area of research.
In this paper, we explore issues in enabling highbandwidth broadcasting applications using DHTs. Our
exploration is guided by design lessons we have learnt
from our experience deploying an overlay-based broadcasting system [5]. In particular, we focus our investigation by considering the implications of a key issue - heterogeneous outgoing bandwidth constraints of nodes in
the overlay. Such heterogeneity arises due to the presence
of hosts behind various access technologies like cable modem, DSL and Ethernet, as summarized in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Constitution of hosts from various sources. “deg” refers
to our model of how many children nodes in each category can
support. Sigcomm and Slashdot refer to two different broadcasts with an operationally deployed broadcasting system based
on overlay multicast. Gnutella refers to a measurement study of
peer characteristics of the Gnutella system.

We present an initial evaluation of Scribe [10], a representative and relatively mature DHT-based protocol for
overlay multicast. Our experiments show that imposing
bandwidth constraints on Scribe can result in the creation
of distribution trees with high depth, as well as a significant number of non-DHT links, i.e., links that are present
in the overlay tree but are not part of the underlying DHT.
Trees with high depth are undesirable as larger the number
of ancestors for a node, higher the frequency of interrupts
due to the failure or departure of ancestors, and ultimately
poorer the application performance. Non-DHT links are
undesirable because they restrict the benefits of the route
convergence and loop-free properties of DHT routing, and
incur maintenance costs in addition to that of the DHT infrastructure. We find that a key cause for the issues observed is the mismatch between the id space that underlies the DHT structure and node bandwidth constraints.
Although we believe the issues are not straight-forward to
address, we discuss potential ways to solve the problem.
II. E VALUATION F RAMEWORK
Our evaluation is motivated by video broadcasting applications. Such applications involve data delivery from
a single source to a set of receivers. Further, they are
non-interactive, and do not place a tight constraint on the
end-to-end latency. We assume a constant bit rate (CBR)
source stream, and assume only nodes interested in the
content at any point in time are members of the distribution tree and contribute bandwidth to the system.
The outgoing bandwidth limit of each host determines
its degree or fanout in the overlay multicast tree, i.e.,
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the maximum number of children that it can forward the
stream to. We categorize hosts as being behind: (a) constrained links such as cable and DSL (few hundred Kbps);
(b) intermediate speed links such as T1 lines (1.5 Mbps);
and (c) high-speed links (10 Mbps or better). Given typical streaming video rates of the order of several hundred
kilobits per second [5], we quantize the degrees of the
low, medium, and high speed hosts to 0, 2, and 10. The
degree 0 nodes are termed non-contributors. For higher
speed connections, the degree is likely to be bounded by
some policy (in view of the shared nature of the links)
rather than the actual outgoing bandwidth. Figure 1 summarizes the constitution of hosts seen from measurement
studies [17] and real Internet broadcast events [5].
The Average Degree of the system is defined as the total
degree of all nodes (including the source) divided by the
number of receivers (all nodes but the source). In this
paper, we focus on regimes with an average degree greater
than 1 which indicates that it is feasible to construct a tree.
III. PASTRY /S CRIBE
While there have been several DHT-based proposals for
multicast in recent years [9], [13], [18], [10], we choose
to focus on Scribe. Scribe is one of the more mature proposals among DHT-based approaches with well-defined
mechanisms to honor per-node degree constraints. A
more recent follow-up work SplitStream [3] builds on top
of Scribe and considers data delivery along multiple trees,
rather than a single tree to improve the resiliency of data
delivery. While we draw on some of the extensions proposed in Splitstream, we only consider single tree data delivery in this paper. We discuss some of the implications
of multiple-tree solutions in Section VIII.
Scribe is built on top of the Pastry DHT protocol [14],
and is targeted at settings which involve support of a large
number of multicast groups. Each group may involve only
a subset of the nodes in the Pastry system, but members
in Pastry not part of a particular multicast group may be
recruited to be forwarders in any Scribe tree. In this paper
however, our evaluation assumes all participating members in Pastry are also part of the Scribe tree.
Each node in Pastry is assigned a unique 128-bit
nodeId which can be thought of as a sequence of digits in base 2b (b is a Pastry parameter.) A Pastry node in a
network of N nodes maintains a routing table containing
about log2b N rows and 2b columns. The entries in the
rth row of the routing table refer to nodes whose nodeIds
share the first r digits with the local node’s nodeId. The
routing mechanism is a generalization of hypercube routing: each subsequent hop of the route to the destination
shares longer prefixes with the destination nodeId.
Scribe utilizes Pastry’s routing mechanism to construct
multicast trees in the following manner: each multicast
group corresponds to a special ID called topicId. A
multicast tree associated with the group is formed by the
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Fig. 2. Issues with heterogeneous degree constraints. H,M , and
Z represent nodes of high, medium and zero (non-contributor) degrees respectively; (a) Entire subtrees (bottom) could be rejected
when the subtree connected to the source (top) is saturated with noncontributors. (b) Depth can be poor with heterogeneous degree constraints.

union of the Pastry routes from each group member to the
topicId. Messages are multicast from the root to the
members using reverse path forwarding [6].
A key issue with Scribe is that the number of children
of a node A in the Scribe tree can be as high as the indegree of the node in the underlying Pastry infrastructure
– that is, the number of nodes in Pastry which use A
as the next hop when routing towards the topicId. In
general, this may be greater than is permitted by the
node’s bandwidth constraints. In order to tackle this
overloading of nodes, the authors of Scribe/SplitStream
have proposed two mechanisms:
• Pushdown: Whenever an overloaded node A receives a
request from a potential child X, it can drop an existing
child C, if X is found to be more “desirable” as a child
than C. The orphaned node (either C or X) can contact
one of the children of A as a potential parent, and this
process goes on recursively. Choosing the criteria to determine which child of A (if any) that X should displace
is an important issue. We discuss further in Section V.
• Anycast. If all nodes in the system have non-zero degree
constraints, pushdown is guaranteed to terminate since
leaf nodes will always have capacity. However, in the
presence of non-contributor (degree 0) nodes, pushdown
could end at a leaf that does not have capacity. This is
tackled by an anycast procedure which provides an efficient way to locate a node with free capacity [3].
IV. I SSUES WITH

HETEROGENEOUS CONSTRAINTS

Our evaluation of Scribe focuses on the following
concerns that arise with heterogeneous degree constraints:
• Rejections: The tree constructed by a protocol could
attain sub-optimal configurations, as for example shown
in Figure 2(a). Here, the system as a whole has sufficient
bandwidth resources to enable connectivity to all nodes.
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However, the subtree rooted at the source is saturated with
non-contributors, and the bandwidth resources of nodes
in the disconnected subtrees remains unutilized. Nodes
in the disconnected subtrees are eventually rejected, or
forced to exit the multicast session.
• High Depth: An optimal configuration in terms of
depth is one where the nodes that contribute the most (i.e.
highest degree) form the highest levels, with lower degree nodes at lower levels. In the absence of mechanisms
that explicitly favor construction of such trees, a protocol
could produce trees of high depth such as shown in Figure 2(b). We believe that the depth metric is important as it
significantly influences application performance. In general, in an overlay multicast application, the performance
seen by a node depends on two factors: (i) the frequency
of interruptions due to the failure of an ancestor, or due to
congestion on an upstream link; and (ii) the time it takes a
protocol to recover from the interruptions. The frequency
of interruptions a node experiences in turn depends on the
number of ancestors the node has, or the depth of the node.
• Non-DHT Links: While the two concerns above apply
to performance-centric protocols as well, DHT-based
designs need to deal with additional concerns with regard
to preserving the structure of the DHT. In particular,
while the pushdown and anycast operations described in
Section III help Scribe cope with heterogeneous node
bandwidth constraints, they may result in the creation of
parent-child relationships which correspond to links that
are not part of the underlying Pastry overlay. We term
such links as non-DHT links. We believe these non-DHT
links are undesirable because: (i) the route convergence
and loop-free properties of DHT routing no longer apply
if non-DHT links exist in significant numbers; and (ii)
such links require explicit per-tree maintenance which
reduces the benefits of DHTs in terms of amortizing
overlay maintenance costs over multiple multicast groups
(and other applications).

continue with the pushdown operation by picking a random child of A.1 An anycast operation is employed if a
leaf node is reached without a parent being found.
• Preempt-Degree-Pushdown: Here, node degree rather
than node id is the primary criterion in the pushdown.
When a saturated node A receives a request from a
potential child X, X preempts the child (say C) of A
which has the lowest degree, provided X itself has a
higher degree than C. The orphaned node (X or C) picks
a random child of A that has a degree equal to or greater
than itself and continues the pushdown. An anycast
operation is employed if a leaf node is reached without a
parent being found.
While Preempt-Degree-Pushdown can improve the
depth of trees produced by Scribe compared to PreemptID-Pushdown, it can lead to the creation of a larger
number of non-DHT links given that the id is no longer
a key criterion in pushdown. Further, Preempt-DegreePushdown itself cannot create perfectly balanced trees
- for example, if node A has a lower degree than node
X, there is no mechanism in place for X to displace A.
Doing so would require further deviation from the DHTstructure, and the creation of additional non-DHT links.
In fact, we believe it is not easy to construct trees with
both low depth, as well as a low fraction of non-DHT
links. We discuss this further in Section VII.
VI. E VALUATION D ETAILS

V. T ECHNIQUES E VALUATED
We present two variants of the pushdown algorithm
that we evaluated in Scribe. The first policy, PreemptID-Pushdown is based on the policy implemented in [3],
and is not optimized to minimize depth in heterogeneous
environments. The second policy, Preempt-DegreePushdown, is a new policy that we introduced in Scribe
to improve depth in heterogeneous environments.

We use the original Scribe and Splitstream implementation [15] for our experiments. In the Scribe implementation, Scribe-level links were maintained separately from
the underlying Pastry links. Thus, if Pastry changed its
routing table (due to its own optimizations), the Scribe
level link would appear to be a non-Pastry (i.e. non-DHT)
link afterwards. In order to avoid such over-counting, we
associate a DHT or non-DHT flag with a Scribe link only
when it is first established. 2
Our experiments use a Poisson arrival pattern and a
Pareto-distributed stay time for clients. These choices
have been motivated by group dynamics characteristics
observed in overlay multicast deployments [5] and Mbone
measurements [2]. Our experiments last for a duration of
1000 seconds, and assume a mean arrival rate of 10 joins
per second. Further, our experiments assume nodes have
a mean stay time of 300 seconds, a minimum stay time of

• Preempt-ID-Pushdown: When a saturated node A receives a request from a potential child X, X preempts a
child C of A if X shares a longer prefix with the topicID
than C. Further, the orphaned node (X or C) contacts a
child of A and continues the pushdown if the orphaned
node shares a prefix match with the child. However, if
no child of A shares a prefix with the orphaned node, we

1
This is a slight departure from [3], where an anycast operation is
employed if no child of A shares a prefix with the orphaned node. We
have observed better performance in depth in homogeneous environments with our optimization. The intuition is that pushdown tends to
do better at filling up nodes higher in the tree, while anycast tends to
choose parents at more random locations in the tree.
2
It is possible that Pastry route table changes can transform a initial
non-DHT Scribe link into a DHT link. However, the probability of this
happening is very small.
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90 seconds, and a parameter of α = 1 in the Pareto distribution. This corresponds to a steady state group size of
about 3000 members. Finally, given that our focus is on
bandwidth-sensitive and non-interactive applications, we
simply consider a uniform-delay network model throughout this paper.
VII. E MPIRICAL R ESULTS
We present the results of experiments with Scribe with
both homogeneous and heterogeneous degree constraints.
Homogeneous Environments: We assume that all nodes
have a degree H. Figure 3 plots the fraction of non-DHT
links within the Scribe tree as a function of H. There are
3 sets of bars, each set corresponding to a different value
of H. Each set consists of bars of 2 shades, correspoding
to different values of b, the base of the node IDs in Pastry.
Each bar represents the mean of three runs. We find the
fraction of non-DHT links is high and over 40% for all
configurations we evaluate.
We now discuss two factors that contribute to the creation of non-DHT links in Figure 3. Consider a topicID
of 00...00. Let 0∗ represent the nodes whose IDs match
the topicID in the first digit (that is, the first digit is 0 and
the rest of the digits are arbitrary). A join or reconnect request from any node in Scribe should be routed in the first
hop to a 0∗ node, since we would like to match at least the
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Fig. 6. Fraction of non-DHT links Vs. Average Degree in heterogeneous settings. The fraction of non-contributors is fixed at 50%.

first digit of the topicID. So, if there were no pushdown
operations, given the reverse-path nature of tree construction in Scribe, all parents in a Scribe tree would be 0∗
nodes.
A first factor leading to the creation of non-DHT links
is that the total bandwidth resources at the 0∗ nodes may
not be sufficient to support all nodes in the tree. Let b be
the base of the node IDs in Pastry, and AD be the average
degree of the nodes in the system. Then, the 0∗ nodes
represent a fraction 21b of the total nodes of the system,
and we expect them to only be able to support a fraction
AD
of the nodes in the system. Thus, we expect to see
2b
AD
1− 2b links that have non-0∗ nodes as parents. Such links
are likely to be non-DHT links. This is because: (i) these
links must have been created by pushdown operations as
described above; and (ii) there are no explicit mechanisms
in place to prefer choosing DHT links during a pushdown.
From this discussion, we expect the number of nonDHT links to be equal to 1 − 2Hb in a homogeneous environment, where all nodes have a degree H (as the average
degree AD = H). While this partially explains Figure 3,
the fraction of non-DHT links is significantly higher than
our estimate. In particular, if H ≥ 2b , then we would not
expect to see any non-DHT links. However, even when
H = 16 and b = 2 so that H  2b , non-DHT links constitute over 40% of the links in the tree. We believe this is
due to a second factor that contributed to the creation of
non-DHT links, as we discuss in the next paragraph.
Figure 4 plots the CDF of the fan-ins of the 0∗s in the
system at various times during the simulation. The fanin of a node is the number of other nodes in the system
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that have this node as a neighbor in Pastry. We see that
there is a significant skew in the fan-ins of the 0∗s. Due to
the skew, Scribe join requests hit the 0∗s non-uniformly,
causing a much larger number of pushdowns, and hence
non-DHT links. This also results in poor utilization of the
available bandwidth resources at many of the 0∗ nodes.
We have investigated potential factors that may have
led to the skew. For instance, we considered whether
it resulted from the uniform delay model used in our
simulations. Preliminary experiments indicate that the
skew exists even with topologies with non-uniform delays
generated using the GeorgiaTech simulator reported in
[10]. We believe that the skew arises due to Pastry’s
join and repair mechanisms in which a new node picks
up routing table entries from other nodes in the system.
While this reduces join/repair times and overheads, it
makes nodes that joined earlier far more likely to be
picked as neighbors as compared to other nodes. We
defer to future work an examination of how fundamental
the skew is to the design of Pastry/Scribe, and whether it
can be eliminated using simple heuristics.
Heterogeneous Environments: Our experiments with
heterogeneous environments were conducted with 50%
of the nodes being non-contributors (degree 0), and for
various average degree values. Changing the average
degree value results in a different fraction of nodes of
medium (degree 2) and higher (degree 10) degree. Figure 5 compares the depth of the Scribe multicast tree
created with the Preempt-ID-Pushdown and PreemptDegree-Pushdown in heterogeneous environments. The
depth is computed as follows: we compute the mean depth
of a node by sampling its depth at different time instances,
and then compute the medians across the nodes. The optimal median depth for any of the plotted configurations
(not shown in the graph) is about 4. The top 2 curves correspond to Preempt-ID-Pushdown and Preempt-DegreePushdown. Preempt-ID-Pushdown performs significantly
worse than optimal, which is as expected given that there
are no mechanisms in place that optimize depth in heterogeneous environments. Preempt-Degree-Pushdown performs better than Preempt-ID-Pushdown but is still far
from optimal. This is consistent with our discussion in
Section V.
Figure 6 shows the fraction of non-DHT links from our
simulations for Preempt-Degree-Pushdown, and PreemptID-Pushdown. The fraction of non-DHT links is over 80%
for a range of average degrees. We believe both factors
that we discussed with homogeneous environments – insufficient resources at 0∗ nodes, and the skew in the indegree of Pastry – have contributed to the creation of nonDHT links. Further, as discussed above, even if the skew
could be completely eliminated, we would still expect to
see 1 − AD
non-DHT links due to insufficient resources
2b
at 0∗ nodes, where AD is the average degree of the nodes

in the system.
A third important factor that could cause non-DHT
links in heterogeneous environments is that it may be
desirable to use non-0∗ nodes as parents to minimize
the depth of trees. For example, in an environment with
nodes of degree H, L, and 0 (H > L), the optimal depth
tree requires having all nodes of degree H at the highest
levels in the tree, and thus as interior nodes. However,
only a fraction 21b of nodes of degree H are likely to
be 0∗ nodes. Thus, optimizing for tree depth in Scribe
could potentially result in a larger fraction of non-DHT
links due to the need to use non-0∗ nodes of degree
H as interior nodes. Consequently, we would expect
Preempt-Degree-Pushdown to have a higher fraction of
non-DHT links as compared to Preempt-ID-Pushdown.
However, both policies perform similarly. We believe this
is because the other two factors causing non-DHT links
dominate in our experiments.
Summary: Our experiments with Scribe indicates trees
produced have a high depth, and a large fraction of nonDHT links. There are three factors that cause the creation
of non-DHT links with Scribe. First, the bandwidth resources of nodes that share a prefix with the topicId may
not be sufficient to sustain all nodes in the system. Second, minimizing depth of trees in Scribe requires utilizing
higher degree nodes, even though they may not share a
prefix with the topicId. The third factor is a skew in
the in-degree of Pastry. We believe the skew is a result of
specific heuristics employed in Pastry, and can potentially
be minimized. However, we believe the first two factors
are fundamental to the mismatch of node bandwidth constraints and node ids with DHT-based designs. Further,
simple analysis shows that the first factor alone could lead
to the creation of 1 − AD
non-DHT links, where AD is
2b
the average degree of the system, and b is the base of the
node IDs in Pastry.
VIII. P OTENTIAL S OLUTIONS
We discuss potential ways of addressing the issues
raised in the previous section:
ID-Degree Correlation: A natural question is whether
changing the random id assignment of DHTs, and instead employing an assignment where node ids are correlated to node bandwidth constraints can address the issue. To evaluate the potential of such techniques, we consider Correlated-Preempt-ID heuristic, where nodes with
higher degrees are assigned nodeIds which share longer
prefixes with the topicId. Figure 5 shows that this policy
indeed is able to achieve depths close to the optimal depth
of 4, while Figure 6 shows it can significantly lower the
fraction of non-DHT links. However, while such a solution could work in scenarios where the DHT is primarily
used for a specific multicast group, disturbing the uniform
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distribution of DHT nodeIds can be undesirable, and can
adversely affect routing properties of DHTs [1]. Further,
DHT’s are particularly useful in scenarios where there is a
shared infrastructure for a wide variety of applications including multicast sessions. In such scenarios, it is difficult
to achieve a correlation between node id and node degree
assignments across all trees.
Multiple Trees: Another question is whether the issues
involved can be tackled using the multi-tree data delivery
framework used to improve the resiliency of data delivery
and for bandwidth management [3], [11]. In this framework, 2b trees are constructed, with the topicIds of every tree beginning with a different digit. Each node is an
interior node in the one tree where it shares a prefix with
the topicId, and is a leaf node in the rest. We note that a
direct application of the multi-tree approach cannot solve
the problem - if nodes belong to multiple degree classes
to begin with, then, each of the trees will continue to have
nodes of multiple degree classes, and the issues presented
in this paper continue to be a concern.
Multiple Trees with Virtual Servers [12]: One potential
practical direction for solving the issues with DHTs is to
combine the multi-tree data delivery framework with the
concept of virtual servers proposed in [12]. The idea here
is that a node can acquire a number of ids proportional
to its degree, and then use the multi-tree data delivery
framework above. The trade-off then is that we are not
completely concentrating the resources of a higher degree
node in one tree, rather, we are distributing it across several trees, thereby giving up on the policy of interior disjointness. We believe this may be a promising direction,
and the implications of this trade-off would be interesting
to evaluate.
IX. S UMMARY AND D ISCUSSION
In this paper, we have considered the impact of heterogeneity in outgoing bandwidth constraints of nodes on
Scribe. Our results indicate that trees produced by Scribe
have a high depth, as well as a significant fraction of
non-DHT links . A key cause is the mismatch between
the id space that underlies the DHT structure and node
bandwidth constraints. One potential direction to address
the issues is by combining the multiple tree data delivery
framework [3] with the notion of virtual servers [12].
This work has been motivated by lessons we learnt from
deploying an overlay-based broadcasting system [5]. In
addition to the particular issue that we have considered
in this paper, our experience has also highlighted the importance of considering factors such as heterogeneity in
node stabilities, as well as NATs and firewalls. These
concerns pertain to both performance-centric and DHTbased designs – however, we believe they are harder to
address in the DHT context given the structure imposed
by DHTs. Although there has been significant progress towards demonstrating the performance potential of DHTs,

with regard to delay-based metrics such as Relative Delay
Penalty, we believe these other issues need to be addressed
before a compelling case can be made for the viability of
DHTs to enabling performance-demanding broadcasting
applications.
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